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 EXPANDING THE FRONTIERS OF SPACE ASTRONOMY



Hubble has observed galaxies 97% of the way back to the Big Bang
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Webb will reveal galaxies in the first 3% of cosmic time
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Hubble Ultra Deep Field – Credit: NASA, ESA, H. Teplitz, M. Rafelski, A. Koekemoer, R. Windhorst, Z. Levay 



Webb will reveal even more detail

JWST NIRCam image simulation – Credit: JADES collaboration / NIRCam instrument development team / GUITARRA image simulator (C. Willmer)



Webb will observe blank fields and lensing clusters

Abell 370UDF



Lensing trades area for depth. Which will win?



Two galaxies observed 97% of the way back to the Big Bang
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Early galaxies are extremely small
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Are they all chaotic? Have any settled into disks? How small do they get?

What did early galaxies look like?

MACS0647-JD

NGC 4214 NASA/GSFC, AVL/NCSA, U. IllinoisAnimation: https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/details.cgi?aid=10663

https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/details.cgi?aid=10663
https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/details.cgi?aid=10663


What were early galaxies made of?
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Gas in early galaxies will consist of  
more primordial elements (H, He) 
and less heavy elements (O).
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Might Webb discover massive pristine “Population III” stars yet to be 
enriched by supernovae with heavy elements including the stuff of life?

Will Webb see the “first stars”? Hubble has seen distant stars.
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When did the first galaxies form? 
How small were they? 
What did they look like? 
What were they made of? 
Were they all bursting with star formation, or were some more relaxed? 
Will we find any filled with pristine hydrogen & helium gas,  
or did supernovae enrich them all quickly with heavier elements,  
including the stuff of life? 
Did early galaxies reionize hydrogen gas throughout the universe? 
Will Webb see any first stars individually? Were they massive & pristine?

Webb will reveal the first chapter of our universe


